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Kalum Ventures Hires Summer Student
KVL recently hired Aaron
Horner to work with Troy &
Lyle performing some office and
field work such as engineering
and silviculture surveys. KVL
will work to give Aaron a variety
of tasks to expose him to the
technical aspects of the business.
Welcome aboard Aaron!

Licence News
The Ministry has agreed to allow
for the rollover of permits from
the old licence and the transfer of
overcut volume from the NRFL,
negating any waste penalties.
The Forest Stewardship Plan for
the new licenses will be ready for
public review by September, prior
to submission to the District Manager for review and approval.
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KVL’s Logging Operations
Kalum Ventures completed a harvesting
project on CP 3BG, under Coast Tsimshian’s
Tree Farm Licence. The co-operative project
between CTR, KVL and the Kitsumkalum
Band provided financial benefits to all three
parties as well as further capacity building to
KVL’s operational experience on large scale
commercial thinning.
The approved CTR permit was not being
harvested because of a lack of agreement
on revenue sharing between the province
and the Kitsumkalum Band on harvesting
within AIP Lands. This co-operative project
allowed for CTR to capture a portion of their
development and planning costs and provide
a return to Kitsumkalum Band. Kalum
Ventures planned and implemented the
project and realized a profit. Approximately
6000 cubic meters were harvested between
May and June by commercial thinning in
second growth forests in the Erlandsen
Creek area. The project, due to short time
constraints, was a mechanized operation.
The project also converted the CTR permit
from essentially a clear cut to commercial
thinning, supporting the management goals
and visions of KVL for the second growth
forests. This project was viable due to $0.25
stumpage.
KVL completed road maintenance activities
on the Big Cedar FSR from 0 to 21 km. This
work was completed as part of our primary
road user obligations with the ministry and
was funded in whole by other users of the
road. KVL will work to complete the bridge
barrier painting with our field crew in July
2015.
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Silviculture
KVL completed the 2015 planting
program on 11 blocks which included
full plant and fill plants. In total
approximately 63,000 seedlings
were planted this spring to meet our
reforestation obligations. Brushing
treatments are planned on four blocks
this summer to reduce competition to
the seedlings. These treatments have
been delayed due to the extreme hot
weather. The brushing will commence
once the weather conditions improve.
KVL will conduct free to grow surveys
on three blocks this fall. Free to Grow
surveys are the final survey/declaration
required in our reforestation obligations.
The surveys are planned for the first few
cutting permits conducted under our
licence in 2004.

Hazard Abatement
KVL is planning on burning in the
Erlandsen Creek area; CP 3BG.
Approximately 20 hectares were logged.
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Engineering News
Cutting Permit 54 located in the Alice Creek area has
been approved under the new FLTC. This permit is
a commercial thinning project and has an estimated
14,000 cubic meters.
Permitting on Zymacord and Big Cedar blocks is in
progress with information sharing to First Nations for
input.
Engineering has been completed on blocks located in
the Zymacord. This block will be applied for under
the New Forest License A90734. The block is a cable
harvesting block of approximately 4500 m3 and will
be a suitable candidate for spring logging. We are
examining an option to include a second growth block
that has a high incidence of root rot. Combining the
block located at Amesbury and Zymacord, may help
reduce the stumpage.

Volume permitted requiring transfer to new licenses20000 m3
Volume Engineered –Conventional 			
15639m3
Volume Engineered Comm Thinn				
15042m3
Volume Engineering in Progress				
8542m3
Volume Reccon						
37331 m3
Volume approved						
14000 m3
Total Standing Timber Inventory Volume		
110,554 m3

KVL current engineering inventory is approximately
110,554 cubic meters, a projected two 1/2 year cut. Of
this volume, 20,000 cubic meters is permitted under
the old licenses and will need to be transferred to the
new licenses.
The following summarizes the standing timber
Inventory engineering status. (Updated July 2015)
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Markets
Kalum Ventures has had preliminary discussions
with other potential customers that have been
sourcing logs. Tealle Jones out of the lower
mainland has been interested in primarily the
cedar volume. They are interested in all other
species, but are simply planning on selling to
other customers that KVL currently or has
dealt with in the past. We have discussed the
possibilities of the Meadow Creek block with this
company, but the numbers provided are less than
what we will receive from our current customer.
A Chinese company has also contacted KVL to
discuss log supply and we have had preliminary
discussions regarding pricing and grades.
KVL continues to explore potential customers and
opportunities for our wood and assess the pricing,
quality, and business risks of those opportunities.
Cedar:
The cedar market is remaining strong with very
good pricing. Kitwanga and local sawmills remain
a consistent market for local Cedar as well as
cedar pole volumes to Decker Lake. Cedar is also
a small component of the overall harvest
Hemlock /Balsam Sawlog:
China prices have drastically fallen off since the
completion of CP 5. The oversupply in China
reduced pricing on logs as much as 20% on gang
and standard. Particularly hard hit is wood with
a less than an 8 inch top. The prices for this wood
has fallen further from the last report and is now
off by as much as 45%. Market insiders believe
that pricing will not see any positive change until
at least the second quarter of next year.
Skeena Sawmills has announced a complete
shutdown on log inventories and lumber markets.
Skeena has had difficulty in meeting payment
obligations to suppliers and contractors, this
concerns KVL in making any log sale agreements
with them.
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Pulp:
Since the last report Howe Sound Pulp & Paper
has shut down permanently. This consequently
eliminates the pulp market for now. KVL will be
concentrating on commercial thinning blocks
with incidental pulp content.
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Visit Kalum Venture’s Office at 14303
Highway 16 West in the Kitsumkalum
Economic Development Building.

CONTACT US
KALUM VENTURES LTD.
Mailing Address:
PO BOX 922
Terrace, BC V8G 4R2
Office Location:
14303 Hwy 16 West, Terrace, B.C., Kitsumkalum Reserve
Lyle Bolton, Operations Manager - lyle@kvlp.ca | 250-635-8060 ext. 103
Troy Sam, Forest Tech./GIS Tech. - troy@kvlp.ca | 250-635-8060 ext. 109
Anita McCormack, Bookkeeper - bookkeeper@kvlp.ca | 250-635-8060 ext. 113
Phone: 250-635-8060
Toll-Free:1-888-635-8060
Fax: 250-635-8062
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